The following are pictures from the weeks ending in 8.28.20 through 10.2.20 in regards to Parking Lots 4-6 Renovations Project. This is the last report for this project as the work is essentially complete minus a few items that were delayed thanks in part to COVID-19. Lot 4 was the first to be completed, and now Lots 5 and 6 are again essentially finished minus the new light poles that need to be installed that were on back order from the supplier. Lot 5 was pretty much a refresh with changing out a few things like lighting, and some changes to the grading. However, Lot 6 was a larger scope which included demolition of couple ancillary buildings, expansion, and extensive regrading. We also joined Lots 5 and 6 together with a boulevard entrance tied into the layout of the recently completed Founders Hall (formerly E/W Tech) project.

The top-left photo shows how the existing area on the west side of Founders Hall has been incorporated into Lot 6 and how it supports the functionality of the building with reserved parking for the Innovation Lab, Information Systems Department, and the Business Division. The area is also home to the emergency power generator for the building and was integrated into the lot design by the engineers.

The top-right photo is a good overall aerial snap shot of Lots 5 and 6. Lot 6 is now twice as large as it was before and includes dedicated parking for the Student Success Center.

Below is an overall map of Main Campus for reference in reading this report. Parking Lots 4, 5, and 6 have been labeled.